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Nicknames that start with z
Warning: Can only detect less than 5000 characters Warning: Can only detect less than 5000 charactersPossibility of distinctive. Arabic "Void" Zero Mosel has taken on this name for the comic value of him, but there would have been nothing fun of giving him an unfortunate son. Place name "The river that deceives all the rivers" An African name Zaire was a central African state from 1971 to 1997 - comes from a term Kongo which means "the river that deceives all the rivers". A bold and e Choice for a child. English variation of Sadie "Princess" When by aspiring the British writer Sadie Smith has decided to change her name in the most distinctive and zippy zippy at the fourteen year age, this
attention-magnetic name was born. But although it may seem like a modern initial switch, Zadie was actually number 539 in 1881, remaining in the Top 1000 for almost thirty years.Hebrew "My music, my praise" This unusual biblical name and spumino was one of the kings of Israel and one of the grandparents of Judah and has a wonderful meaning.
We would like to see zimri being used more. American Word NameZenith is a high if the name of the bellter word, which means the upper part or the peak. Eight boys received the name last year, only one third of those who were called Nadir - the low point! Jewish; Swahili "To shine, flower" Zahara, a delicate multicultural name but strong, came
under the spotlight when Angelina Jolie gave him about her etiopian her daughter, and we expect other parents to love him. If you want something simpler than Zahara, you consider Zara, a real name in England-but also the name of a chain of Spanish clothing stores. Zebediah or Zebulonshort and to-the-point diminutive, transforms an ancient
biblical name into a friendly cowboy. Hebrew "God is my rock" biblical name from the Old Testament.African, Bobangi "has nothing, one who knows how" this is an African name that adapts to any culture. Variation of Tziporah, Jewish "bird" There are many variations of this name, with or without the first T and the last H, with one p or two. In the
Bible she was Mosá's wife. Geek "resistance to the sea" attractive sound and meaning, but there is a discount-store association. "Pure" Jewish "pure" biblical name that could take you to the nicknames Zac or Cai.African, Congolese; Even the Literary Namewhen The Eddie Murphys has appointed their fourth daughter Zola, stated the enhanced status
of the name, which has African roots, but also literary links to Emile Zola. Arabic "Rose" Zaria, the name of the Nigerian capital, could be another name Z for parents to consider. Currently it ranks lower than the Zariah and Zariyah variants. The Greek "Zeus strength" with historical roots like a beautiful and intelligent ancient queen and literary ties
to Hawthorne and Edith Wharton Noves, this rarity could appeal to adventurous parents looking for exoticly unusual. Tina Fey used him as the second name of her daughter Alice. Susan diminutive Czech "Lily" Zuzu is listened to every Christmas like the name of Jimmy Stewart's little girl in "It's a wonderful life". Difficult to think of a nickname name
with more suggestions. "Top Chef", Tania Peterson, named her daughter Zuzu Audrey.Variant of Sophia, "Greek wisdom" This unusual and exotic choice was used by David Mamet for his daughter, who has now grown and an actress on the hit show GairS.Hebrew "Gazelle, Roebuck" Zevi is an alternative transcription of the Jewish name ZVI or TZVI,
the latter of which is a top 100 pick in Israel. It is a fresh and acute name that would make a great distinctive alternative to Levi. Animal name commonly known as the Mongolian gazelle. Zeren would probably be read as a creative rotation on Seren.Hebrew "Gift of Jehovah" Biblical names are expanding (literally) as some parents move from Isaiah
and Elia to more elaborate choices with simple short shapes, such as Jedidia and Zebediah. Hebrew "The Lord is only" the name of a king of the Old Testament, and yet another choice "Z" from the Bible that still preserves a certain zip, especially with the captivating zed nickname. Zedekia was the name of the last king of Judea before the city was
destroyed by Babylon. African, Swahili; Jewish; Berber "hatred, messenger, moonlight" attractive but rare name, mostly found in African cultures. Zira was used as a character name in different films, including King Lion King II and the Planet of Monkeys. Arabic "Helper, supporter" a popular name in the Middle East and one of the most evocative
choices of its kind. One of the 99 names of Allah. The female shape is Zahira.Variation of Zita or Greek letter Namethe Sixth letter of the Greek alphabet, popular by a Gallese actress Catherine Zeta-Jones-Zeta was the name of her grandmother. Zeta can also refer to the letter Z, the last in the Roman alphabet, or be a variation of spelling of Zita, a
name with different origins and meanings. meanings.
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